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EJ 192 – Insula
The design duo Ernst & Jensen have expanded their Insula table collection with a new larger coffee
table, EJ 192. This table beautifully enhances the characteristic organic and sculptural expression of
the collection.
The EJ 192 table is a natural extension of the popular Insula collection, which was launched in 2009. The
existing two tables are often placed together, their different sizes creating a beautiful interaction. The new
table adds an extra dimension.
‘This larger and taller Insula table is a natural extension of the Insula lounge collection. The format suits
a large sofa and it stands nicely on its own as well as combined with the existing smaller editions,’ says
designer Anne-Mette Bartholin Jensen.
A natural warmth
Not only have the design duo enhanced the size and height of the table; they have also made it possible to
order the table with a brand new oak top, which adds a beautiful natural warmth.
’We introduced wood as a table top for this new format; a minimalistic custom-made wooden table top
presented in solid oak. The wooden table top has a powder lacquered frame in either black or white.
This new version is a perfect match with the smaller monochrome aluminium says designer Anne-Mette
Bartholin Jensen.
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Erik Jørgensen was founded in 1954 in Svendborg, Denmark, by saddlemaker and upholsterer Erik Jørgensen. Erik Jørgensen’s
collection consists of well-known classics from Hans J. Wegner and Poul M. Volther as well as new furniture produced in
collaboration with new young designers. At Erik Jørgensen we aim to produce furniture that lasts. Not only for use but also to
beautify our surroundings, and open our eyes to new ways of seeing and making furniture. A passion for design and good
craftsmanship is what characterizes Erik Jørgensen.
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